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1. Introduction

We shall consider the frequently met problem of liniear extrapolation of the
stationary random processes x(s), -x < s < x, wvith Ex(s) = 0. The problem
consists of finiding that linear functional . (t; T), T > 0, of the values x(s) for
s < t (extrapolation according to the entire past of the process) or for t - T <
s < t (extrapolation of a process giveni on a finiite initerval) which would give
the best approximation to the raiidom variable x(t + T). "Best" here is intended
in the sense of least-squares; that is, it is reqIuired of the functionial f(t; T) that
the mean-sqtuare prediction error

(1) a.2(T) = ElJX(t + T) - NT; T)1
takes oni its minimum value.

A. N. Kolmogorov [1], [2] initiated the theory of linlear least-squares ex-
trapolation of stationary processes. This theory was developed furtlher by M1. G.-
Kreini [3], N. Wiener [4], K. Karhuneni [5], anid others. At presenlt, it has
achieved a signiificant degree of completioni (see, for example, Doob [6], chap-
ter XII, or Rozanov [7]). We may formulate the genceral solutioni of this problem
in the following way.

Let us start from the spectral representationi of t;he stationary stochastic
process in. the form

(2) i- (s) = I ' dZ(x)

where Z(X) is the stochastic measure oni the -x < X < oo axis. This measure
is connected to the spectral functioni F(A) of the process x(s) by the relationship

(3) E{Sf dZ(X) fSdf(X\)}=I= dF(X),

wlhere the bar above the symbol signiifies the complex conijugate. If F'(X) is
zero on a set of nionizero Lebesgue measure, or if F'(X) is niot zero almost, every-
where btit

(4) f log F'(X)|
=
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